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We pattern the wavefront of a high harmonic beam by intersecting the intense driving laser pulse
that generates the high harmonic with a weak control pulse. To illustrate the potential of wavefront
control we imprint a Fresnel zone plate pattern on a harmonic beam, causing the harmonics to focus
and de-focus. The quality of the focus that we achieve is measured using the Spectral Wavefront
Optical Reconstruction by Diffraction method (SWORD). We will show that it is possible to enhance
the peak intensity by orders-of-magnitude without a physical optical element in the path of the
XUV beam. Through perturbative wavefront control, XUV beams can be created with a flexibility
approaching what technology allows for visible and infrared light.

High harmonic generation is a non-perturbative nonlin-4

ear optical process [1], in contrast to conventional per-5

turbative nonlinear optics [2]. The two realms can be6

bridged by a wave mixing process during high harmonic7

generation [3]. In this approach, a harmonic XUV photon8

with frequency Ω is a combination of l driving photons9

with frequency ωd and m perturbing photons with har-10

monic frequency ωp (Ω = lωd +mωp). The harmonic in-11

tensity scales as Impert, where Ipert is the perturbing beam12

intensity. This scheme has led to advanced optical mea-13

surement techniques for isolated attosecond XUV pulses14

[4].15

In contrast to optical characterization, spatiotempo-16

ral control of high harmonic radiation remains challeng-17

ing compared to visible light [5]. Conventionally, XUV18

focusing is achieved using glancing incident mirrors [6]19

and multi-layer mirrors [7]. For a spatially coherent20

XUV beam such as high harmonics, physical Fresnel zone21

plates [8, 9] have been used to focus a harmonic to micro22

size [9, 10] or to select a single harmonic from a high har-23

monic spectrum [11]. All XUV optical components are24

demanding to manufacture.25

We introduce a weak control beam to gently modify26

the high harmonic generation process. Similar to co-27

herent control of a high harmonic spectrum [12] or of28

quantum dynamics [13, 14], the interplay between two29

beams controls the electron re-collision phase and thus30

imprints a controllable phase structure on the high har-31

monic wavefront while the XUV radiation is being gen-32

erated. This perturbative control directly leads to all-33

optical XUV phase-modulation optics – effectively a spa-34

tial light phase modulator for high harmonics.35

Perturbative control of the high harmonic wavefront36

can be analyzed using the semi-classical model of high37

harmonic generation [1, 15]. In this model, each har-38

monic emission is related to an electron trajectory charac-39

terized by the canonical momentum k0, the electron birth40

time tb, and the re-collision time tc. All of these parame-41

ters are determined by the driving field Ed = E cos(ωdt).42

When a perturbative field Ep = ∆E cos(ωpt + φ) is ap-43

plied, the harmonic phase is related to the action of the44

corresponding election trajectory. The phase variation45

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of experimental setup. The inset
shows details in the nonlinear gas medium. In the case illus-
trated in the figure (converging perturbing field with R < 0),
high harmonics are generated in the red circle area, covering
the bottom part of the multi-ring zone plate pattern which is
constructed by interference between the loosely focused 800
nm driving and tightly focused 400 nm perturbing beams.
The m = 1 components of harmonics converge to the zone
plate real foci, and the m = −1 components diverge from
virtual foci. The SWORD (Spectral Wavefront Optical Re-
construction by Diffraction) slit is used for measuring one-
dimensional (y) lineout of the XUV wavefront [21].

due to the perturbative field is given by [15]46

δΦq = −E∆E

ωdωp

∫ tc

tb

[sin(ωdtb) − sin(ωdτ)] sin(ωpτ + φ)dτ.

(1)

This harmonic phase shift can be calculated by determin-47

ing k0, tb, and tc for harmonic q using the saddle point48

method [1]. With this method, tb can have an imaginary49

part, representing the tunneling time. We define param-50

eters Cq and ψq for harmonic q that are independent51

on perturbing field amplitude ∆E and phase φ. Cq =52
∣

∣

∣
−(E2/ωdωp)

∫ tc

tb
(sinωdtb − sinωdτ) exp(iωpτ)dτ

∣

∣

∣
and53

ψq = arg
[

−(E2/ωdωp)
∫ tc

tb
(sinωdtb − sinωdτ) exp(iωpτ)dτ

]

−54

π/2. δΦq can be expressed as Cq∆E/E cos(φ+ ψq).55

Thus at the nonlinear medium, the near field harmonic56

radiation, carrying the phase modulation δΦq, can be57

decomposed into terms according to harmonic wavefront58
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modulation order m59

Eq ∝ exp(iδΦq) = exp

[

iCq
∆E

E
cos(φ+ ψq)

]

=

∞
∑

m=−∞

imJm(Cq∆E/E)eim(φ+ψq), (2)

where m is an integer and Jm is the m-th order Bessel60

function. Each term E
(m)
q = imJm(Cq∆E/E)eim(φ+ψq)

61

describes how the perturbative wavefront phase φ is im-62

printed onto each harmonic. The modulation efficiency63

of the m-th component of the q-th harmonic beam is64

optimized when Cq∆E/E reaches the first maximum65

of |Jm|2. If the harmonic phase modulation satisfies66

Cq∆E/E ≪ 1, the m-component of harmonic wave67

E
(m)
q ∝ (∆E/E)m satisfies the scaling law Impert of har-68

monic intensity in Ref. [3].69

To demonstrate perturbative control we have con-70

structed an all-optical Fresnel zone plate for XUV high71

harmonic radiation. As illustrated in Fig. 1, in the non-72

linear medium we use a driving laser field with a flat73

wavefront, while the perturbing beam is incident at an74

oblique angle θ and is tightly focused millimeters away75

from their intersection point. Thus, in the nonlinear76

medium the perturbing field has a radius-of-curvature,77

R (positive for diverging and negative for converging).78

|R| is significantly larger than the Rayleigh range of the79

tightly focused perturbing beam. Thus it is controlled80

by varying the perturbing beam focal position relative81

to the gaseous nonlinear medium, and |R| approximately82

equals to the distance between them.83

The perturbation to the wavefront84

of harmonic q is given by δΦq =85

Cq∆E/E cos
[

kp(x2 + y2)/2R+ kpθy + ψq
]

, where86

kp = 2π/λp is the wave vector of the perturbing87

beam and λp is its wavelength. δΦq represents a88

concentric-ring shaped phase modulation map. These89

rings are centered at (x0, y0) = (0,−Rθ) with ring radius90

rn =
√

nλp|R| for the n-th ring. A conventional phase91

zone plate has a similar concentric-ring structure [16],92

and the n-th ring radius rn follow the same rn ∝ √
n93

relation. Therefore, each harmonic q has a phase pattern94

δΦq imprinted on its spatial profile that is essentially95

equivalent to the pattern created by a zone plate placed96

at the exit of the gas medium where the harmonics are97

generated.98

We consider the case where ωp = 2ωd. Neighbor-99

ing attosecond pulses in the train that makes the high100

harmonic radiation have a time delay of a half cycle of101

the driving field, and φ, the relative phase difference be-102

tween the driving field and the perturbing field, has π103

shift. So phase perturbations of these neighboring at-104

tosecond pulses are δΦq and −δΦq respectively accord-105

ing to Eq. 1. The effective field of even harmonic q sums106

these neighboring attosecond pulses and is proportional107

to eiδΦq − e−iδΦq ∝ sin [Cq∆E/E cos(φ + ψq)]. Thus, it108

is the amplitude of the even harmonic that is modulated109

in this case and therefore, the wave front gains the char-110

acteristics of passing through a transmission zone plate.111

For any m-component, due to the opposite phase shift112

of the neighboring attosecond pulses, the effective field113

of harmonic q is proportional to eiδΦq − (−1)qe−iδΦq =114

∑∞

m=−∞
[1−(−1)m+q]imJm(Cq∆E/E)eim(φ+ψq) accord-115

ing to Eq. 2. Thus modulation of harmonics is only avail-116

able when m+ q is odd. This is equivalent to the parity117

conservation condition in harmonic wave-mixing [3]. In118

our experiment, the driving laser wavelength is 800 nm119

and the perturbing wavelength is 400 nm. For m = ±1,120

only even order harmonics are modulated.121

The modulation depth of the harmonic phase is con-122

trolled by the perturbing intensity. In the experiment,123

the perturbing intensity is three orders of magnitude124

smaller than the driving beam intensity (2×1014 W/cm2,125

determined by the high harmonic cut-off energy). For126

example, when (∆E/E)2 = 5 × 10−3, numerical calcula-127

tion of Eq. 1 showed that the maximum harmonic phase128

modulation occurs for δΦq is approximately 0.3π. When129

the intensity ratio increases to ∼ 2 × 10−2, the energy of130

m = ±1 components of the harmonic beam is optimized131

with δΦq = 0.58π.132

Analogous to a physical zone plate [16], the principle133

focal spot for harmonic q is real and located134

fq = qRλp/λd (3)

after the gas medium (λd driving beam wavelength),135

while a conjugate virtual focus is fq before the medium.136

The focal spot size scales as λdfq/qD = λpR/D where D137

is the harmonic beam size at the gas medium. The lower138

limit of a first-order zone-plate focus is the perturbing139

beam focus. Higher-order foci are available at ±fq/|m|140

(“+” for real foci and “-” for virtual). They have fo-141

cal spot diameters that are |m| times smaller than the142

first-order foci but require stronger perturbing fields to143

maximize |Jm|2. Based on Eq. 3, a shorter perturbing144

field wavelength also leads to a shorter zone plate focal145

length and a tighter focus.146

In the transverse direction, the non-collinear perturb-147

ing geometry [18, 19] shifts the zone plate foci away from148

the driving beam axis by ∆y = −Rθ. Thus, for practical149

application, material damage by the driving laser field is150

avoided due to the oblique perturbative angle θ. How-151

ever, the non-collinear geometry is not otherwise neces-152

sary.153

Now we turn to experimental results for short trajec-154

tory harmonics (the long trajectory signal is considerably155

weaker). We begin by using our spectrometer for a direct,156

but qualitative, measurement of the beams (without the157

SWORD slit in Fig. 1). The spectrometer spreads the158

harmonics along the horizontal (x) direction while the159

other (y) direction records their divergence.160

In our first demonstration we place the gas jet 5 mm161

before the driving beam focus, so the unperturbed har-162

monic beam diverges due to the transverse intensity gra-163

dient of the driving beam [19, 20]. Our aim is to par-164
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FIG. 2. Far field divergence measurement of high harmonic
spectra including the m = ±1 components and the un-
deflected (m = 0) harmonic beam when (a) R = −2.3 mm
and (b) R = 2.2 mm. The nonlinear gas medium is placed 5
mm before the driving laser focus.

tially correct this divergence. Fig. 2a, b shows the high165

harmonic spectrum when the perturbing wave front cur-166

vature at the medium is R = −2.3 mm (the perturbing167

beam has a converging wave front at the jet) and 2.2 mm168

(diverging wave front) respectively. We use the m = ±1169

terms of the harmonic radiation.170

The m = 1 components (even harmonics) propagate171

towards y > 0 direction with the angle θλd/qλp. When172

the perturbative field is converging (R < 0), the m = 1173

harmonic beams are focused closer to the detector and174

the beam size decreases (Fig. 2a). In contrast, when we175

have a diverging perturbing field (R > 0), the m = 1176

harmonic beams are defocused, exaggerating the beam177

divergence (Fig. 2b). For the m = −1 components, the178

near field harmonic phase is inverted, so their propaga-179

tion angles are −θλd/qλp along y < 0. The m = −1180

harmonic beams are diverged with R < 0 and focused181

with R > 0. These coexisting focused and defocused182

harmonic beams are related to the real and virtual zone183

plate foci respectively.184

For a more precise characterization of the wave front185

curvature and zone plate foci, we turn to SWORD (Spec-186

tral Wavefront Optical Reconstruction by Diffraction)187

[21]. SWORD is analogous to a one-dimensional spec-188

trally resolved Shack-Hartmann wave front sensor [22].189

In Fig. 1, the 25 µm SWORD slit moves along the vertical190

(y) direction with 20 µm steps. 20 µm is small compared191

to the few hundred micron beam size. The spectrometer192

slit selects a vertical lineout of the SWORD slit-diffracted193

beam, yielding a frequency-resolved diffraction pattern at194

the detector. By determining the position of the central195

fringe of the diffraction pattern we determine the wave196

front gradient of harmonic q at position y, equivalent to197

spatial phase distribution φq(y). The total energy con-198

tained in the diffraction pattern leads to the intensity dis-199

tribution Iq(y). Once amplitude (solid lines) and phase200

(dashed lines) are known at the slit (z = 0), the beam is201

fully characterized (Fig. 3a for H22). It can be projected202

everywhere in space.203

We reconstruct the even harmonics field distribution204

at any location before the SWORD slit by propagating205

the field Eq(y, z = 0) =
√

Iq(y) exp[iφq(y)] back toward206

the gas medium using the one-direction wave propaga-207

tion equation ∂zEq(y, z) = iλd/(4πq)∂yyEq(y, z) [23]. In208

this way we locate the beam foci by searching for the209

z-position maximizing |Eq(y, z)|2, and obtain the trans-210

verse y-profile of the focal spots.211

The H22 intensity distribution along y (or vertical)212

direction is shown as a function of distance from the213

SWORD slit in Fig. 3b where we have used a perturbing214

beam with a concave wavefront (R = −2.8 mm). In the215

figure, the beam propagates to the right as illustrated by216

the arrow in the figure. The measurement shows that217

the m = ±1 component of H22 cross at 23 cm before the218

SWORD slit. This is the exact position where we have219

placed the gas medium.220
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FIG. 3. SWORD measurement of the m = ±1 compo-
nents of H22 radiation. (a) Measured intensity (solid) and
phase (dashed) distribution along y or vertical direction of
the m = 1 (right) and m = −1 (left) components of H22
radiation at the SWORD slit (z = 0). The perturbing wave-
front radius of curvature is R = −2.8 mm. (b) Intensity
y-distribution of XUV field at z-positions before the SWORD
slit, reconstructed from XUV field at the slit in (a) through
back-propagation. The nonlinear gas medium is placed 10 mm
before the driving laser focus. The arrow shows the propaga-
tion direction of laser and harmonic beams.

For this aspect of the experiment we have placed the221

gas jet 10 mm before the driving beam focus to minimize222

the intensity gradient effect. In this configuration, the223

focal positions and sizes are predominantly determined224

by the zone plate. There are two foci in Fig. 3b. The m =225

1 and -1 components have their intensity maximum and226

the smallest transverse size at 20 cm and 25 cm before227
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the SWORD slit respectively, corresponding to the real228

and virtual foci of the zone plate for H22. For the m = 1229

component, the focal length is 3.4 ± 0.6 cm. This is the230

distance between the real focus and the crossing point231

of the m = ±1 harmonic beams. The full-width-half-232

maximum (FWHM) size of the real focus is 16 ± 1 µm,233

approximately one third the beam size at the gas medium234

(50 ± 10 µm).235

The m = −1 virtual focus is closer to the gas medium236

than its counterpart real focus because of a small remain-237

ing divergence imprinted on the XUV by the intensity238

gradient of the driving beam [19, 20]. Next we quan-239

titatively compare our zone plate foci characterization240

results with simulations including such complexities.241

We use the strong field approximation [1], and propa-242

gated the m = ±1 harmonic beams to calculate the real243

focal positions and spot sizes. As shown in Fig. 4a for244

both simulation (solid line) and experiment (circles), the245

real focal lengths of the H22 beams, either m = 1 com-246

ponents for R < 0 or m = −1 components for R > 0,247

agree within error. Both decrease as |R| decreases, as248

discussed in Eq. 3.249
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FIG. 4. Simulation of H22 zone plate foci and comparison
with experiments. (a) Experimental (circle) and simulation
(solid lines) results of real focal length. (b) Experimental
(circle) and simulation (solid lines) results of real focal spot
size. Both (a and b) are plotted as a function of the radius of
curvature of the control beam wavefront, R. (c) The inten-
sity spatial profiles of focused H22 beams generated by narrow
driving beam (blue, 1/e2 size w = 80 µm) and wide driving
beam (red, 1/e2 size w = 250 µm) with the medium placed 10
mm before the driving beam focus. The driving beam inten-
sities and other parameters for these two cases are the same
(except the beam size), and the perturbing wavefront curva-
ture is R = −2 mm. The narrow driving beam (w = 80 µm)
induced H22 intensity is multiplied by 100 times artificially for
comparison with the wide driving beam case (w = 250 µm).

The focal spot sizes also decrease as |R| decreases250

(Fig. 4b), reflecting the fact that the focal length, or251

f-number, decreases. The minimum FWHM focal size252

that we measured is 13 ± 1 µm when R = 1.2 mm.253

This is approximately one fourth the beam size at the254

gas medium (50 ± 10 µm). If the second harmonic255

intensity were appropriately chosen, we might expect256

∼ |J±1(0.58π)|2 = 34% energy of the radiation to be de-257

flected into the m = ±1 component beams. Meanwhile,258

the estimated pulse duration broadening of the focused259

harmonic pulse is negligible (< 2 fs). Thus an intensity260

enhancement of ∼ 5 times is available. However, the261

measured focal size is larger than simulation prediction262

as |R| approaches 1 mm. We believe the difference is due263

to aberration on the perturbing beam as the fundamental264

beam overlaps almost all of the perturbing beam near its265

focus.266

In Figure 4c we show results of a simulation for a larger267

driving beam. For comparison we use the same driving268

beam intensity and R = −2 mm as the experiment, but269

increased the driving beam size (1/e2) from 80 to 250 µm.270

The simulation shows that the H22 focal spot size shrinks271

from 10 to 2.9 µm (Fig. 4b). The peak intensity enhance-272

ment would be correspondingly larger by a further factor273

of 100 (10 from the higher energy beam created by the274

fundamental and another factor of 10 from the smaller275

focal spot). We anticipate that the focal spot size can276

reach sub-micrometer and the intensity enhancement of277

4—6 orders-of-magnitude seem feasible.278

Before concluding, a reader may find it useful to link279

the wave front description that we have used to the pho-280

ton momentum. In momentum language, a net-single281

photon from the perturbing beam contributes to each282

photon of high harmonic emission (m = 1) when R < 0 in283

Fig. 1 [3]. Its momentum simultaneously focuses and de-284

flects the harmonic, corresponding to the real zone plate285

focus. For the -1 order, a net-single photon is emitted286

into the perturbing beam (m = −1) and its momentum287

contributes to defocusing and deflection in the opposite288

direction (Fig. 2a). Higher order diffraction (not shown)289

corresponds to net-2 (|m| = 2) or more (|m| > 2) pho-290

tons absorbed from or emitted to the perturbing beam.291

However, while the photon momentum picture is useful292

qualitatively, it is difficult to use for quantitative predic-293

tions.294

In conclusion, we have introduced the concept of per-295

turbative control for all-optical XUV optics and demon-296

strated it by controlling the wave front curvature. Since297

control is exercised with much smaller field than the driv-298

ing field, the ionization process during high harmonic299

generation is not significantly impacted, and the accu-300

mulated harmonic wave front phase δΦq is proportional301

∆E/E. Intuitively, perturbative control is similar to the302

wave-mixing picture in conventional perturbative nonlin-303

ear optics [2] but the power law dependence of the mod-304

ulated harmonic intensity to Impert is not necessary for305

optimal zone plate formation.306

One can take advantages of the general properties of307

perturbative control to construct different versatile all-308

optical XUV optics and actively tune their parameters or309

optical properties in a flexible way. For example, XUV310

beam carrying tunable orbital angular momentum can be311

obtained [24].312

Moreover, the wave front control that we have pro-313
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posed and demonstrated has several advantages. First,314

it deflects the focused XUV beam out of the path of the315

fundamental pulse. Thus, a sample can be placed at the316

XUV focus without risking damage from the high inten-317

sity fundamental. This could be important for femtosec-318

ond XUV pump-XUV probe experiments [25]. Second,319

an XUV monochromator can be constructed by trans-320

lating a micro-diameter pinhole along the central axis of321

the zone plate. Thus, the focused harmonic order is se-322

lected with limited temporal broadening and minimum323

energy loss [26, 27]. Third, a zone plate produces the324

same focal spot size for each harmonic, making inten-325

sity comparisons between different harmonics more ac-326

curate. Finally, all-optical zone plates can be used to327

pre-focus beams for further focusing with physical zone328

plates. This will allow even smaller foci (10 nm seems329

feasible) and allow many orders-of-magnitude intensity330

enhancement over what is currently available [28].331
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